Chilled Rounder Retrofit Kit (for Accupan Bun Rounders)

Help prevent sticking and improve rounding by converting to a chilled bed on Accupan Bun Rounders (1999 - present)

PREVENT STICKING & IMPROVE ROUNDING WITH A NEW CHILLED BED CONVERSION KIT

- Converts existing late-model non-chilled Accupan Bun Rounders to chilled configuration
- Reduces dough sticking via reduced belt temperature, while prolonging belt lifespan
- Available for 4, 6, and 8-across machine widths for late-model Accupans (1999 - present)
Chilled Rounder Retrofit Kit

**KEY FEATURES**

- Direct retrofit for late-model Accupan Rounders built from 1999 - present
- Helps to reduce dough sticking via reduced belt temperature, while prolonging belt lifespan
- FDA-approved materials of construction for direct food-contact
- Straight-forward installation

**KIT INCLUDES**

- Single heat exchanger with heat exchanger supports
- Fixed-mounted bolt-on condensation pan
- Pan drain cock and heat exchanger coolant fittings
- Insulation foam, on/off solenoid valve, hardware, and assembly drawing